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Grab your crayons and start colorinG 

outside the lines. charles Fillmore sure 

knew what he was doinG when he 

made this one oF the unity 

twelve Powers.

 by  c h e ry l  r u s s e l l
Imagination is magical. Children depend on it regularly to turn a tree house into 

a palace, an ordinary rock into gold, or their nightly bath into a swim in the ocean. They 
think nothing of daydreaming and waving their magic wands to make things happen. Adults 

who think imagination is child’s play believe it’s necessary to be practical, logical, and responsible. 
But as Albert Einstein once said, “Logic will get you from A to Z; imagination will get you 
everywhere.” Scripture lovingly adds another layer: “Unless you change and become like children, 
you will never enter the kingdom of heaven” (Matthew 18:3). 

One of my more joyful experiences with imagination came in 1998 when my inner child 
guided me to write The Story of the StarHearts, a children’s picture book about the power of using 
imagination. The StarHeart symbolizes creative ideas, born when light (the star) and love (the 
heart) come together. After I self-published the book, the experience inspired me to dream bigger, 
shoot for the moon, and land among the stars. 

   I g n I t I n g

I m a g I n a t I o n
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I spent less time in my head and lived more in my heart. 
I went from journaling using a black pen on lined paper to 
using poetic verse and whimsical art made with colorful 
markers. I used my imagination to picture greater health 
and vitality for myself, and I had even more fun expressing 
gratitude with creative thank-yous to myself and others. In 
my professional communications, I began offering phrases 
like “Imagine this” or “Let’s see how we can do it differently” 
when people told me, “That’s the way we’ve always done it.” 
I used imagination to open doors whenever others seemed 
more intent on closing them. 

one  Cool  tool
Imagination is the ability to form a mental image of 

something we can’t perceive through the five senses. It’s the 
power of the mind to build mental scenes, objects, or events 
that do not exist, are not present, or have happened in the 
past. It includes dreaming, picturing, creative thinking, and 
mental imagery all rolled into one. Spiritually speaking, 
Unity cofounder Charles Fillmore said imagination is “the 
common meeting ground between God and man.” Scripture 
states: “Faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the 
conviction of things not seen” (Hebrews 11:1). In other 
words, what we envision with faith and imagination is what 
comes into being. They are the vital ingredients of creative 
visualization, positive thinking, and affirmations.

Misuse of imagination, on the other hand, can create 
events and circumstances we don’t really want. Our choice 
of words to use with ourselves and others makes a big 

difference. After all, how can we expect to change 
anything for the better if our conversations are  
filled with phrases such as, “I can’t imagine” or “I 
can’t believe”? 

Shel Silverstein’s poem “Whatif ” from A Light in 
the Attic (HarperCollins, 1981) is a humorous look 
at the fears posed by a child while lying in bed at 
night. Just like this youngster, we can easily become 
fearful and let our imagination run wild—in the 
wrong direction. Yet we can learn to convert fear 
into faith by taking a positive approach to the “What 
if …?” question, asking it with an optimistic attitude. 

imag inat ion as 
a practice

When I’ve practiced this, the result has been 
many magical moments, well beyond what I might 
have initially thought were possible. Two instances 
in particular inspire me to keep this powerful 
visualizing tool uppermost in my mind. First, 
when the travel bug kicked into high gear once I 

turned  30, I repeatedly wondered, What would it be like to 
go around the world? A year later, I boarded Pan Am flight 
No. 1 to find out, traveling solo, and the result was a life-
changing journey. 

The second incident happened in 2005, while I was taking 
one of my favorite walking routes along a sparkling stretch 
of beach in Laguna, California. I gazed up at the historic 
hillside mobile home community of Crystal Cove State Park 
and thought, What if I lived there? Before long, I’d moved 
into one of those homes with an unobstructed view of the 
surf and sand where I had been walking. 

We recreate and remodel our world by focusing on 
what we want to experience and expressing it in a positive 
manner. The more senses, feelings, and emotions we can 
engage, the better. The more we hear what we desire, the 
more we feel it and touch it with our imagination, the greater 
the possibility it will actually manifest. Once the creative 
idea is born, Spirit works through us with answers. In Daily 
Guidance From Your Angels (Hay House, 2006), Doreen 
Virtue calls imagination our “God-connection headquarters,” 
saying it “pieces together the seemingly impossible and 
illogical until it brings about new creations.” 

Divine Mind is infinite, and so is our imagination. How 
we use it is as personal as our fingerprints. Imagination 
is our portal into a one-of-a-kind journey of self-
discovery that only we can design. Let’s allow our spirits 
to fly, reaching for the moon, and celebrating being a 
star wherever we land. We have all the answers within to 
manifest a most magical life story. 

Imag Inat Ion 
I s  mag ICal .

“Logic wiLL 
get you 
from A to Z; 
imAginAtion 
wiLL get you 
everywhere.”
—ALbert 
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From  the 
story  oF  the 
starhearts

this universe is unique
with two ingredients from above.

one is called “light,”
the other is called “love.” 
light comes from the heavens—
the moon, the stars, the sun.

being in the “light”
is such a lot of fun! 
love is in everything—
that means you and me. 
it’s in the plants and animals,
even the fish in the sea!

excerpted from 
The Story of the 

Starhearts © 2001 
by cheryl russell, 

illustrations by 
dan brouch. 

reprinted with 
permission from 
cr Productions.

be observant: Who inspires you 
to use your imagination? Spend as much 
time as possible with people who love to 
be creative. The Internet and social media 
platforms provide many opportunities 
to follow individuals who offer quotes, 
guidance, reminders, and information 
through blogs, videos, and stories. 

try somethinG new: Join a new 
interest group. Start a new hobby. Take a 
class. Study a foreign language. Learn how 
to play a musical instrument. Take dance 
lessons. Get involved in something outside 
your usual activities and interests. 

s.t.o.P.: When you get discouraged or 
distracted, or when your attitude needs an 
altitude adjustment, just S.T.O.P.—See The 
Other Possibilities. If you feel like settling 
for something less than what you want or 
if you believe you have no other choice, 
ask yourself, How can I use my imagination 
in this situation? Believing in the power of 
creative thinking means responding to life 
rather than reacting to it. 

take a break: Take a shower, soak 
in the bathtub, or go for a swim; water 
refreshes and energizes your thoughts. Or 
unplug—do yoga, meditate, or daydream 
so you can tune out your digital devices 
and tune in to your inner voice. Go for a 
walk, visit a museum, or seek out other 
artistic environments that will inspire you.

color outside the lines: Select 
a common household item and make a list 
of new ways to use it. (You can do this on 
your own or in a group.) Enjoy creative 
activities with some kind of restriction, 
such as writing your memoir in six words 
(For example: Love my life created with 
imagination) or drawing a picture with 
your nondominant hand. 

customize your aFFirmations: 
Incorporate phrases such as “just imagine,” 
“beyond what I can imagine,” or “imagine 
this” into your daily conversations. 
Words such as dazzling, delightful, and 
sparkling add pizzazz to your speech. Make 
acronyms out of words to personalize 
meanings such as F.A.I.T.H.: Feeling 
Always In Thy Hands.

wave a maGic wand: Become 
like a child and wave your magic wand, 
figuratively and literally. Collect other 
playful toys such as bottles of bubble soap, 
pinwheels, and kaleidoscopes. Keep a 
supply of these inexpensive gifts to share 
with others to help them spark their 
creativity too. 

deliGht the senses: Try a new 
recipe. Relax with aromatherapy. Whistle, 
sing, and dance to your favorite music. 
Surround yourself with beauty by taking 
a walk in nature. Create your own mantra 
and repeat it often. 

lauGh: Laugh for the fun of it, laugh 
for exercise, laugh for no reason. Norman 
Cousins became famous for healing 
himself of a near-fatal condition with 
laughter (detailed in his 1979 book, 
Anatomy of an Illness). Indian physician 
Madan Kataria developed laughter yoga 
in 1997 while seeking alternatives to 
traditional medicine. (Laughter yoga 
classes feature stretching, guided laughter 
exercises, and meditation to refresh your 
mind, body, and spirit.) 

hanG out with children: Ask 
kids questions and truly listen to what they 
have to say. Crawl into their world and let 
yourself be a kid again—finger paint, make 
mud pies, or play “pretend” with them, 
and be sure to ignore the clock!

ten  t Ips  For 
I gn I t I ng  Imag Inat Ion

Imagination is like a muscle. The more we feed and 
exercise it, the healthier it becomes. The same is true 
of creative thinking. Here are suggestions to help keep 

your imagination alive and well. have fun!


